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CAME to Rollins ten years ago after
serving twenty-five years as a magazine
editor in New York City. I came with
but one unalterable conviction, namely,
that the realities abound in life more than
in the colleges, and that, therefore, life
has more to teach the colleges than the
colleges have to teach life.

If ever there was an amateur college
president, evidently I was such. I do not
presume to say what education others
may have obtained at Rollins during the
past decade, but if I were asked what I
have learned, I should include the following:
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FIRST-Nothing worth while comes easily. Half effort does not produce half
results. It produces no results. Work,
continuous work and hard work, is the
only way to accomplish results, that last.

SECONo-One must not expect things to
happen too quickly. Patience may well
be the watchword of every college president. Ten years ago, I thought Rollins
would be much farther advanced than it
is today, but I have found that many p'eople whom I assumed would help me could
not or would not. My greatest support
often has come from unexpected sources
and at unexpected times.

THIRD-Age has as much to learn from
youth as youth from age. Age has
wisdom. Youth has idealism. The youth
of today think they are the sophisticated
and we are the innocents. Of course, it
is just the reverse. Young men and young
women of today, as of yesterday, believethey will succeed in their chosen careers.
They believe they will be happily married.
They believe they will be healthy, wealthy
and wise. The fact that they so believ~
tends to make their dreams come true.
But as we of the older generation pass
through the decades, and as our future
turns into the past, the vicissitudes of life
inevitably leave their scars. Ideals dim.
Yet it is as we grow older that we most
need ideals. The surest way to regain
them, I believe, is association with youth.
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Youth, however, needs wisdom. But wisdom, alas seems only to come with experience. We cannot blame youth for not
having wisdom. But surely we can blame
ourselves for losing idealism.
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treating students with
sympathy, understanding and respect
anything can be done with them. We
have tried to treat our students as responsible adults. We have given them extreme liberty. We find that only about
four out of a hundred mistake liberty for
license. If, however, we hedged them
about with rules, regulations and prohi-bitions, more likely forty percent than
four percent would break the restrictions.
prFTH-Any subject can be made interesting, first, if taught by a good teacher,
and second, if the student is not permitted
to go faster than is justified by his ability
to master the subject. If a student is permitted to smear and smatter, if he is
forced to progress faster than he can consolidate the ground under his feet, he
flounder s and soon becomes lost. He hates
the teacher, he hates the course and he
hates the college. The lockstep system of
instruction which permits the fast student
to shirk and loaf, and which kicks, cuffs,

cudgels and flunks the slow student,
as unfair to the one as the other.
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SrxTH-No

educational institution can
educate anybody. All education is
self-education. A college can aid, clarify,
elucidate, stimulate and point out the way,
but the work must be done and the path
must be trod by the individual. How can
the student be inspired to assume the' direction of his own future? The wisest
way, I believe, is first to provide him with
teachers he can respect, admire, love and
therefore emulate, and second, to help
him acquire a philosophy of life or a religion, for upon philosophy and religion
depends conduct, and upon conduct depends success in life.
We · are often told that personality is
the product of three elements-the physical, the mental and the moral. Homer, I
suppose, more than any man who ever
lived, represents the physical at its best.
His limpid and flowing verse, vibrant with
th~ nobility of life and the heroism of
death, pulsating with the romance of love
and adventure, contest and conquest,
valor and victory, has never been surpassed in the annals of literature. Stu-
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dents are at the age where they ever respond to the Homeric appeal. Glowing
with, health, tingling with exuberant spirits and the urge to action, they glorify the
delights and activities of the body, as indeed they should.
Socrates is the master mind of the ages.
He is perhaps the wisest man that ever
lived. Professors past the spontaneity
and flush of youth often exalt the cultivation of knowledge as the aim and end of
education. To be intelligent is the summum bonum of life.
Jesus is the supreme master of morals,
the ineffable teacher of service through
faith and love. If the past ten years have
taught me anything, they have taught me
that greater than the cultivation of the
body and greater than the cultivation of
the mind is the cultivation of the human
heart for human service. To me the supreme task of education is to exalt the
ideas personified by Homer, Socrates and
Jesus.
Forever abideth Homer, Socrates and
Jesus-these three-but the greatest of
these is Jesus.
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